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Many horrific books have been written in the past sixty years by people who claim to be eyewitnesses. Most of these claims have been proven to be from absurd to ridiculous.

Most of these horrific books have been proven to be frauds, even by Jewish academics who have published their reports in the London Jewish Chronicle and the Australian Jewish News. In some cases the reports have been really scathing, but they came too late to undo the damage done to the German people by the initial burst of publicity through which the frauds are launched in the mass media.

Large profits are made by the sale of such books, movies and documentaries. But is profit the only motive? One certain consequence of holocaust disinformation is the spread of racial hatred for the Germans who are not allowed to defend themselves without being jailed for their efforts.

BUT THERE WAS A REAL HOLOCAUST

Sixty two German cities were eighty percent destroyed by UK Royal Air Force indiscriminate night bombings which resulted in the death of over eight hundred thousand civilians when their cities were engulfed by fire
storms. On the 10th May 1940 Winston Churchill became prime minister of UK and on that very night the first
deliberate bombing of civilians took place in Germany, on the advice of Jewish Professor Lindeman who had
lived in Berlin and at the time was the Winston Churchill scientific adviser. After the war, for his service to the
British Empire, Professor Lindeman was made Lord Cherwell entitled to sit in the House of Lords in the UK
parliament. After the sixth carpet bombing of civilians in Berlin, the German government warned Britain that if
they bombed Berlin again, they would retaliate by bombing London. After the eighth deliberate bombing of
Berlin, Hitler ordered the bombing of London in retaliation. So then docks and food distribution centres of
London were bombed with civilian casualties.

FRAUD No 1 - Where Death Wears a Smile, Australian made documentary produced by Cinetel

The contract I signed with Cinetel was for a documentary to be called “The Greatest Nazi Hoax”. It was
released on Channel 7 TV who financed fifty percent of production costs with the title “Where Death Wears a
Smile”. It claimed to be the true story of Australian POWs in a Nazi concentration camp during WWII. It was
screened in Australia, New Zealand, USA and Germany with the title “Forgotten POWs”. This documentary
won the award for Best Political Documentary at the New York TV and Film Festival in 1985.

Prior to production, a letter came to me in Crete from the producer Paul Rea. He told me that the documentary
would be based on my thirty year fight for justice. I believed him and signed the contract. I thought this might
help me get back to Australia which I was forced to leave in 1973 because the Department of Veteran Affairs
doctors were using my false army records to brand me a dangerous mental case. Every doctor claimed that I
could not have been in a Nazi concentration camp because I was not Jewish!

They all told me the same thing. If I told people I’d been held in a German concentration camp during WWII
and also held in solitary confinement for twenty eight days in a detention centre in UK after the war, I would
have to be put in a place and given special treatment. This frightened me as I knew I was telling the truth but no
one believed me. I evaded all attempts to put me in hospital as I did not wish to be put in any hospital using my
old army records. I thought it best to leave Australia and go to UK where I met up with Group Captain “Wings”
Day, who had been senior officer of all RAF POWs in Germany during WWII and Airy Neave, a UK MP who
was the first British officer to successfully escape from Colditz. They both helped me to prove my claims.

After seeing the completed documentary “Where Death Wears a Smile”, I realised that I had been used by
Cinetel to further the aim of “Australianising” the holocaust through the myth of forty murdered Australian
POWs. Cinetel completely ignored the contract they had signed and the clause that I was to be given the results
of their research to put in my autobiography. This made me suspicious of their claim about the forty slaughtered
soldiers. But how did they get the senior attorney Herman Weissing of the National Socialist War Crimes Office
at Dortmund to say: “This incident did take place.” in response to Cinetel’s question: “Are you certain that this
massacre did take place”? This was achieved by skillful but criminal editing by Cinetel after asking Herman
Weissing an earlier question such as: “Was there an incident where Australians were held in the Small
Fortress?” to which he replied: “I am quite certain that this incident did take place”. This comment was edited in
as evidence that the forty murders did happen.

After I saw the documentary about the claim that forty Australian soldiers were murdered by the Waffen SS, I
visited Dortmund German War Crimes Headquarters on 4th July 1988. I asked to view the statement Paul Rea
claimed they held by the only witness. There was not one statement but three separate statements by Moritz
Mittelman, placing the massacre in three separate locations, kilometres apart.

When I realised that claims made by Cinetel were false, I thought about the possible falsehood of other
holocaust claims at Auschwitz. I have personally visited Auschwitz-Birkenau twice. The last time was to check
the brickwork in all existing buildings and also to recheck the blue stained bricks of the two disinfecting
buildings. Big signs inside read: “One louse and you are dead”, referring to the dreaded typhus spread by lice. So
I began studying the scientific reports of Leuchter, Ball, Rudolf and other revisionists. Now after thirty six years
of my own research financed by my TPI pension since 1975, I am sure that the German concentration camps were similar to the British camps in South Africa during the Boer War, which contained people believed to be enemies. I am sure that the claims made by other revisionists are correct, such as the claim that NO GAS CHAMBERS were used to kill Jews or gypsies at Auschwitz-Birkenau during WWII.

No nation on earth should be accused and convicted of a crime of the magnitude of the Holocaust on the basis of illogical and conflicting statements and without the benefit of modern scientific research on the alleged murder weapon. Until now, however, this has been the case with the alleged gas chambers in Nazi concentration camps. They have never been subjected to international forensic examination.

I stated in my book: “The Answer Justice” that the money from its sale would fund the Australian International Justice Fund, for representatives from four neutral countries during WWII such as Sweden, Switzerland, Spain and Ireland, to forensically test the delousing buildings at Auschwitz-Birkenau and the alleged gas chamber No. 2.

The sale of my book in Australia by newsagents and bookshops was blocked by Jewish powers here. Who else could have phoned the Lord Mayor of Newcastle on the 24th November 1988, the day he launched my book, that it was unacceptable to us for you to launch the the book “The Answer Justice” by Alexander McClelland? His answer to this advice was to hold the book out to the assembled TV and media crowd and to say: “This is a book every Australian should read.” I had no outlet for the sale of my book and so was only able to sell $3,000 worth. The balance of $17,000 came from my Totally and Permanently Incapacitated war pension. $20,000 would go to put the International Justice Fund in operation. The same amount of money of $20,000 can put on an Anne Frank exhibition in the UK but paid to the Anne Frank Foundation in Holland.

FRAUD No 2 - Stoker, Australian book written by Donald Watts

Published world wide (same as the Anne Frank Diaries) 1995

This book was praised by all the “right” people. Professor W.D. Rubenstein’s review was published in the Australian Jewish Historical Society Journal in 1995, and can only be regarded as an embarrassment. This eminent scholar of Jewish history praised Watt’s work as the most important written in Australia. He said it gives “the absolute lie to Holocaust denial propaganda, being based on the eyewitness account of an ordinary Australian”.

Stoker was financed by Jewish billionaire John Saunders, sponsor of the Sydney Jewish Museum, a man who had such sway over the Australian Prime Minister John Howard, that he had him write the preface to his autobiography “Nothing is Impossible”.

In the Acknowledgements page of Stoker, many thanks are given to the following important organisations who have unknowingly associated themselves with this blatant fraud:

The Australian War Memorial and Department of Veterans’ Affairs

The Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors and Descendents

The patron and founder of the Sydney Jewish Museum, John Saunders AO

The editor of the Battalion newsletter

The editor of Barbed Wire, the POW journal

Eventually the directors of the Auschwitz Museum and Yad Vashem in Jerusalem made scathing reports about this fantasy posing as truth, saying: “It is obvious from the author’s claims that he was never in Auschwitz-
Birkenau”. This fraud was also exposed by Professor Kwiet of Macquarie University in Sydney. But by then the book had poisoned many minds.

How did Professor W.D. Rubenstein and Jewish billionaire John Saunders AO and others overlook the glaring fantasies in Donald Watt’s book, Stoker.

For example:

Page 94: “The four gas chambers and four crematoria at Birkenau were kept busy right around the clock. Holidays and Sundays didn’t exist in those death factories” . . . “By counting the bodies as they trundled over to the furnaces, I estimated that from May 1944 until the end of November 1944, crematorium 2 and crematorium 3 each disposed of five thousand corpses a day, seven days a week”. Aerial photos taken by the US Air Force at the time showed no black smoke as claimed by all eyewitnesses in this book.

Page 98: “. . . the Germans’ hatred of Jews. Oh, they hated them all right, but they didn’t mind using them as a human blood bank so that German soldiers could live. It happened like this: in the women’s camp next to us, six hundred or seven hundred of the healthiest Jewish women were especially selected by the SS and placed in cages along the walls in a large hut. The SS then went to each cage with big syringes and removed blood from the women. They kept it up, day after day, until the women were too weak or sick to give any more blood. When that happened, they were taken to the gas chambers and a fresh lot of women put into cages. I have to say that I didn’t see this particular activity taking place, but I heard it from other prisoners. And I certainly saw the corpses, with their arms and bodies covered in puncture marks. I sometimes wonder what the German soldiers in the field hospitals would have thought if they had known they were receiving Jewish blood”. What a sick fantasy! Is it any wonder that the Jewish authorities have condemned this book as a fraud? Why did it take them so long?

Pages 113-114: “Then, after perhaps talking for a few minutes to the people around us, we would fall into an exhausted sleep, on the ground, right up against the next person. About one hundred of us slept together, without a blanket, in a hut measuring roughly five metres by three metres”. If you pace an area 3x5 metres you will find there is not enough room for a hundred people to stand, but Watt says they talked and slept without suffocating!

Page 159: “It seems my application for compensation caused a bit of head scratching in Canberra . . . it took eight months for the Red Cross to confirm my story”. This is the big lie by Watts. How could the International Red Cross have confirmed Watt’s ridiculous claims? $10,000 compensation was paid to Donald Watt. It seems that holocaust lies are quite profitable!

FRAUD No. 3 - Doctor at Auschwitz, book by Dr Miklos Nyiszli

An eyewitness account of the atrocities committed inside the most terrible of Nazi death camps.

The foreword describes this book as “an honest book”. The “gas chamber” was two hundred yards long (approximately two hundred and eighteen metres), according to Dr Nyszli, the eyewitness! This absurdity proves he was never there. The same gas chamber is still there today.

Page 47: “The room into which the convoy proceeded was about 200 yards long; its walls were whitewashed and it was brightly lit (undressing room) . . . The crowd flowed through into another equally well-lit room. This second room was the same size as the first, but neither benches nor pegs were to be seen. In the centre of the room, at 30 yard intervals, columns rose from the concrete floor to the ceiling. They were not support columns but sheet-iron pipes, the sides of which contained numerous perforations, like a wire lattice. Everyone was inside. A hoarse command ran out: SS and Sonderkommando leave the room! They obeyed and counted off. The doors swung shut and from without the lights were switched off.
At that very instant the sound of a car was heard; a deluxe model furnished by the International Red Cross. An SS officer and a Deputy Health officer stepped out of the car. The Deputy Health officer held 4 green sheet-iron cannisters. He advanced across the grass where every 30 yards, short concrete pipes jutted up from the ground. Having donned his gas mask, he lifted the lid of the pipe which was also made of concrete. He opened one of the cans and poured the contents – a mauve granulated material – into the opening. The granulated substance fell in a lump to the bottom. The gas it produced escaped through the perforations and within seconds, filled the room in which the deportees were stacked. Within 5 minutes everybody was dead.

For every convoy it was the same story. International Red Cross cars brought the gas from outside. There ws never a stock of it in the crematorium. The precaution was scandalous but still more scandalous was the fact that the gas was brought in a car bearing the insignia of the International Red Cross. In order to be certain of their business, the 2 gas-butchers waited another 5 minutes. Then they lighted cigarettes and drove off in their car. They had just killed 3,000 innocents”.

The alleged gas chamber 2 is still there for inspection although partly destroyed. The four holes in the roof are not there nor is the building two hundred yards long. Is it any wonder that close inspection of the alleged gas chamber is not allowed and holocaust skeptics are jailed for refusing to believe the lies of Holocaust promoters.

Page 148: “Direction: The Birkenau Concentration Camp, two kilometres from the crematoriums. Immense flames glowed along the horizon there. It was probably the KZ burning”. The crematoriums were not two kilometres away. They were in the same buildings! Which once again proves that the lying author was not there.

Page 158: (Dr Nyiszli has returned to his home, which after a few years is still vacant and available for him and): “… One afternoon, several weeks after my return, I felt chilly and sat down near the fireplace… The doorbell roused me from my daydreams. Before I could get up to answer it, my wife and daughter burst into the room! They were in good health and had just been freed from Bergen-Belsen, one of the most notorious of the extermination camps”. A happy ending! Three out of three return home in good health after WWII – they return from Auschwitz and from Bergen-Belsen. Both camps are said to have been terrible extermination concentration camps.

FRAUD No. 4 - I Am Alive, book by Kitty Hart, 1961

In this book Kitty gives another eyewitness version of the gassings at Auschwitz-Birkenau on pages 85-86: “I stood hypnotised. I could not move. I was actually witnessing with my very own eyes a murder, not of one person, but of hundreds of people who had been led, mostly unsuspecting into a large hall… On the outside of the low building a ladder had been placed which reached up to a small opening. A figure in SS uniform climbed up briskly. At the top he pulled on a gas mask and gloves. Holding the opening with one hand, he pulled a bag out of his pocket, and quickly threw the contents, a white powder inside, shutting the opening immediately. In a flash he was down and, throwing the ladder on the lawn, ran away as if chased by a ghost. At the same time the most terrifying screams echoed through the air, the desperate cries of suffocating people. I stood holding my breathe”.

Pages 86-87: “Smoke was beginning to billow out of the tall chimneys and soon sharp flames shot up 6 feet into the sky. The black smoke became thicker and darker and choking, bringing with it a most peculiar smell, that of burning bodies, a smell of singeing chicken would be comparable, but this stench of burnt fat and hair was unbearable.… As evening came, the whole sky was red, as if lit up. Smoke and flames poured out of all the chimneys which surrounded our little camp. It seemed as if blood was coming out, as indeed it was. No one slept that night”.

Kitty Hart also heard the screams of dying inmates. Well, medical experts will tell you that anyone dying of zyclon B poisoning experiences convulsions and does not scream.
What a Dysneyland Fantasia the inmates of Auschwitz were treated to every night! Ten thousand plus corpses were burnt every day and night, and the crematoria chimneys surrounded the camp! The flames passed through the tall chimneys and then another six feet into the air, floodlighting red the whole sky!!! Surely someone should have filmed this spectacle for posterity to marvel at! Why have we not seen the photos?

Encyclopaedias tell us that the cremation process was perfected in about 1860, when they learnt to trap the smoke, ash and smells in the tall chimneys of crematoriums. But with sixty years of Holocaust lies, most people believe the Donald Watts, Kitty Harts and the Spielbergs instead of the truth.

FRAUD No. 5 - Hope is the Last to Die, book by Halina Birenbaum – eyewitness story of survival in death camps

Halina Birenbaum, as well as her mother, lived through the war and occupation in the Warsaw Ghetto, and in the concentration camps at Majdanek, Auschwitz, Ravensbruck and Neustadt Glewe.

We are often told that Jewish children were immediately killed in “death camps”, yet Halina, aged ten in 1939, survived four camps and emigrated to Israel in 1947.

In her horror story Halina recalls a lot of suffering, and the constant rumours that gas chambers and crematoria were being built to exterminate and burn Jews (page 16). So if the crematoria were purpose-built to handle thousands of bodies, why are they exactly the same as the very ordinary furnaces designed to burn one body at a time.

On page 17 she claims that it was the fear of death that caused the shameful collaboration between Jewish police and the Nazi in the Warsaw Ghetto. On page 52 she says: “Crowds of Jewish police, armed with sticks and bludgeons, were invading Leszno Street. Like a herd of wild, famished animals provoked by a small of blood, howling and yelling, they ran into gateways of houses . . . . each of the policemen had been ordered to supply four Jews to the UMSCHLAG. If he failed, he himself would have to go to the wagons”.

Page 62: “By day we were haunted by the noise outside: footsteps, shouts, firing. At night, when silence and saving darkness came, we dreaded ghosts, phantoms, specters. In such an atmosphere, in fear of our shadows and our own breathing, my mother cooked dumplings and tea on a gas ring”.

Page 88: There is a description of the train journey to Majdanek. “People collapsed, trampled on each other, raged or prayed. When anyone collapsed with exhaustion, they were crushed to death . . . They placed a layer of dead bodies and half-dead people on the wagon floor. Underneath were the weakest, then the stronger – the number of victims kept increasing . . . that Nazi death was lurking not only inside the wagons, but outside too, all around. They fired at the dare-devils who jumped in despair from the windows of the moving trains”. The trampling of the weak seems to have continued in Majdanek sleeping barracks too where diarrhea, involuntary soiling, blows, curses and insults were the order of the day (page 103). But a bathhouse was available to them (page 133), where the main problem was the difficulty in removing stockings from the festering ulcers which bled on their legs and the swollen and aggressive lice which swarmed to the open sores to satiate themselves on their blood.

Page 224: Describes yet another train journey, this time from the death camp of Auschwitz to Ravensbruck. “. . . the two armed sentries arranged a comfortable bed for themselves. We were not allowed to move in that direction under pain of being shot. They took some Jewish woman or other as companion. She lay beside one or the other of them by day and night. The other women gazed at her with hatred and contempt, but they envied her that space on the floor. She, pleased with her priviledges, looked down on us”. This story is not credible because any immoral fraternising with Jewish women was severely punished, usually by being sent to fight on the Russian front. German soldiers were highly disciplined.
FRAUD No. 6 - Holocaust, book by Gerald Green

This book was classified as fiction by the author and publisher, yet it was made into an eight hour television “true” documentary epic, and was shown worldwide to further stigmatize the hapless Germans.

FRAUD No. 7 - The Artists of Terezin, book by Gerald Green

This book was classified as non-fiction by author and publisher, but it is more fantasy than fact. Twenty thousand Theresienstadt Jews are gassed on the 5th March 1945, thirty seven days after the Russians liberated Auschwitz on the 27th January 1945. Also on two occasions in the book, Gerald Green says that there was a gas chamber at Theresienstadt Concentration Camp. No one else makes such a foolish claim any longer.

FRAUD No. 8

A false documentary was made by Nina Rosenbaum and Bill Miles who claimed the Dachau and Buchenwald camps were liberated by Negro troops when in fact they were liberated by white Americans. After the film was aired publicly in New York, arguments began questioning not only the historical inaccuracies but also the motives behind the apparent false claims.

FRAUD No. 9 - ONE PEOPLE

A major hoax as claimed in the Australian Jewish News

THIS IS COMPLETELY FALSE. The Australian Jewish News doesn’t seem to know about the origins of its own people. Ten percent are Semitic Sephardim Jews and ninety percent are Non-Semitic Ashkenazim Jews whose Khazar ancestors adopted Judaism as a religion around 720AD. It is difficult to accept the Holocaust claims as truth when these same people who make the atrocity claims are so uninformed of their own origins.

I have appealed to the Australian Jewish leaders to support the aims of the Australian International Justice Fund for the international forensic investigation of the two existing disinfectant buildings and the alleged gas chamber No. 2 at Auschwitz-Birkenau. This will enable the world to know finally the TRUTH ABOUT THE HOLOCAUST.

FRAUD No. 10 - The Jewish Holocaust

THE GREATEST HOAX IN HISTORY

With the false claim that the Germans murdered six million Jews, mostly in gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau in Poland during WWII, since the end of WWII, the world has been saturated with films, documentaries and books on the Holocaust. Anyone worldwide who dares to investigate the Jewish Holocaust claims, is branded an Anti-Semite and Holocaust Denier.

In our democratic world, a person who is accused of a crime is deemed innocent until irrefutable evidence proves them guilty. What has happened to democracy in Germany, Poland, France and Switzerland where people accused of Holocaust Denial are not allowed to provide any evidence that would prove that they are not guilty? In the Middle Ages, people accused of being witches, were also allowed no defence and were burned at the stake. As burning at the stake and crucifixion is not allowed in today’s world, the best that the Jewish leaders and holocaust promoters can achieve is incarceration where no one can hear claims backed by years of very thorough research.

The Jewish success in blocking my book "The Answer Justice", their failed attempts to stop the book
"Chutzpah" written by Norman Finkelstein whose mother and father were held in German concentration camps, the incarceration of revisionists Ernst Zundel and Germar Rudolf in Germany and David Irving in Austria: these are all desperate attempts to end what they call Holocaust Denial.

The English historian David Irving was refused entry to Australia in 2003 at the behest of the Jewish community (representing only 0.4% of the Australian population) thus denying the right of the other 99.6% to hear what David Irving has to say. Proof of Jewish power was the blocking of the public viewing of David Irving's film. The Jewish owners of the building locked the film presentation out which resulted in the headline in the "Australian" newspaper of: "Outrage at Jewish bid to stop the film by David Irving called "The Search For Truth in History" .

Sir Zelman Cowan who was Governor General of Australia and a man much revered in the Jewish community, has stated in the Jewish Chronicle (London) that "The way to deal with people who claim the holocaust never happened, is to produce irrefutable evidence that it did happen". I agree 100% with Sir Zelman Cowan. I am quite certain that he and other Zionist Jewish (Ashkenazim) world leaders are aware that a United Nations or International forensic examination of the alleged gas chamber at No. 2 Crematorium at Auschwitz-Birkenau in Poland, would irrefutably prove the truth to the world that xyclon B cyanide has never been used as alleged by world Jewry to kill Jews.

In 1979 Professor W.D. Rubenstein stated: "If the Holocaust can be shown to be a Zionist myth, the strongest of all weapons in Israels's propaganda armory collapses. The Falsification of history by Zionist Jews in claiming the murder of six million Jews by Germany, constitutes the GREATEST ORGANISED CRIME that the world has known.

* * * * * * *

For more details on the above see the evidence.

See also Prof. Goldwin Smith's The Vexing Jewish Question for details on lurid fictions about 19th century Russian pogroms which they sold through the press, naturally. The fact that the British government disproved these seems to have made not much difference, naturally. Fes
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